Instant Fence & Railing

Posts and Newels

Post Types

- Square
- Square - Pyramid
- Square - Tapered
- Square - Ball
- Square - Pyramid 2
- Square - Chamfer
- Square - Chamfer 2
- Square - Groove
- Square - Pyramid
- Square - Pyramid 2
- Square - Pyramid 3
- Square - Square
- Square - Tapered
- Rectangle
- Round
- Round - Ball
Use Component

("VA_Sample_Post_Guardrail" is shown here, but any component in the model can be used)

Post Parameters
Include Curve: "Yes" = Place post at every break in curve.

Include Curve: "No" = Place posts and curve endpoints only.
**Start Newel**  Starting Newels are only available when a handrail is being made and a volute has been selected for the handrail end. The newel will be located in the center of the volute. See tutorial on handrails for additional information.